Increasing the sensitivity of LXe TPCs to dark
matter by doping with helium or neon
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Next generation liquid xenon TPCs are poised to increase our sensitivity to dark matter by two
orders of magnitude over a wide range of possible dark matter candidates. This proceedings
describes an idea to expand the reach and flexibility of such detectors even further, by adding
helium and neon to the xenon to enable searches for very light dark matter and combining high and
low Z targets in the same detector. Adding helium or neon to LXe-TPCs has many advantages.
First, the helium or neon target benefits from the excellent self-shielding provided by a large
liquid xenon detector. Second, the same instrumentation, PMTs, and data acquisition can be
used. Third, light nuclei are more robust to the systematic uncertainties that affect light WIMP
searches. Fourth, helium and neon recoils will likely produce larger signals in liquid xenon than
xenon recoils, achieving lower energy thresholds, and further increasing the sensitivity to light
WIMPs. Lastly, by adding He/Ne in sequence after a Xe-only run, the source of any observed
signal can be isolated.
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1. Introduction

2. Low mass WIMPs and low energy nuclear recoils
To understand the sensitivity of a detector for light WIMPs, the energy scale for low energy
nuclear recoils must be well characterized. The reasons for this can be found in the differential
rate of WIMP-induced nuclear recoils as a function of recoil energy Q, which is expressed for
spin-independent (SI) interactions in Eq. 2.1 as the product of four components [5]:
dR
ρ0 σ0 A2
=
×
× F 2 (Q) ×
dQ mχ
2m2p

Z vesc
f (v)
vm

v

dv.

(2.1)

The first term in Eq. 2.1 is the number density of WIMPs, with ρ0 as the mass density of dark
matter in the solar system and mχ as the dark matter mass. The second term is the particle physics
1
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The absence of a discovery of new physics in direct dark matter searches and at the LHC has
led physicists to imagine a wider range of scenarios to explain the dark matter puzzle, and many
of these scenarios predict dark matter particles with masses below 10 GeV. Simple extensions to
minimal SUSY models can produce WIMP candidates down to 1 GeV that evade all constraints
from the LHC [1], and newer ideas have also emerged, as in Asymmetric Dark Matter (ADM) [2].
In ADM models, the fact that the densities of baryonic matter and dark matter are similar to within
a factor 5 takes on new significance, and the matter-antimatter asymmetry observed in our universe
is produced via interactions with the dark sector. The mass scale for ADM candidates is ∼5 GeV.
For kinematic reasons, low mass dark matter particles do not transfer energy to nuclei as efficiently
as heavier WIMPs, particularly for a heavy nucleus like xenon. Therefore, new techniques are
required to address these light dark matter models, ideally combining low energy thresholds with a
low Z target.
Recent effective field theory approaches have re-emphasized that there are many potential
couplings to dark matter that go beyond the standard spin independent (SI) and spin dependent
(SD) cases [3]. These couplings can have very different responses to different nuclei, and searches
with multiple targets (even with null results) will be necessary to tease out the true nature of the
dark matter interaction [4].
The XENON1T and LZ experiments aim to improve on existing sensitivities by two orders
of magnitude for WIMPs above 10 GeV. However, as proposed, these are single target experiments, searching for dark matter interactions with xenon nuclei only and limited in sensitivity to
low WIMP masses. SuperCDMS-SNOLAB (among others) will focus on the low WIMP mass
region with germanium and silicon targets. The primary sensitivity goals of these two classes of
experiment do not have much overlap, and they are of necessity limited in the number of nuclear
targets used. This proposal outlines a program that will enable LZ or any LXe-TPC to search for
dark matter down to 1 GeV and below, providing a strong complement to SuperCDMS and other
dedicated light WIMP searches, while also adding the flexibility of running multiple targets in the
same detector, for a reasonable cost. By dissolving small concentrations of helium and neon into
the LZ detector, we can add a second or third target nucleus that is more kinematically favorable
for scattering with low mass WIMPs.
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The higher cutoff, vesc , is the escape velocity; WIMPs moving faster than vesc are not bound in the
galaxy.
Because of the form factor and velocity distribution terms, the rate of WIMP-induced nuclear
recoils falls exponentially with recoil energy. This exponential fall is particularly acute for low
mass dark matter. Understanding the response of the detector at low energies is therefore critical
to determining the dark matter sensitivity. Beyond the signal yield, the sensitivity of a detector
to light dark matter is also subject to systematic errors because of the velocity distribution term.
Most calculations of dark matter rates assume WIMP velocities follow a Maxwell-Boltzmann halo
model [6], but several authors have suggested that this model is a simplified picture of the Milky
Way halo [7]. Even within the standard halo model, calculated rates can be highly dependent on
vesc , an astronomical observable with non-zero uncertainties. Figure 1 shows f (v) for the standard
Maxwell-Boltzmann halo model for two values of vesc (vesc = 544 km/s is currently the most widely
used value). The red line shows vmin for a 9 GeV WIMP interacting in a pure xenon detector with
an energy threshold of 3 keV (the assumed energy threshold in the LZ Conceptual Design Report
(CDR) [8]). Ignoring effects of energy resolution, the xenon detector is only sensitive to the region
to the right of the red line, representing < 1% of the entire distribution. By contrast, the magenta
line shows vmin for a neon target, sensitive to 27% of the distribution. Changes in either the energy
scale, WIMP mass, or the halo model, particularly in the tails of the distribution, can have large
effects on the predicted dark matter rate. To give one example, if mχ = 7.9 GeV or Q = 4 keV, vmin
for xenon is greater than 544 km/s.

3. Adding He or Ne
The kinematics described in the previous section show that the two ways to search for light
dark matter are with a light target or low energy thresholds, and doping LXe-TPCs with 0.1 − 0.5%
levels of helium and/or neon can satisfy both conditions. Importantly, because helium and neon
have no long-lived radioactive isotopes, they can be added to a xenon detector without affecting the
background levels.
2
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component, where σ0 is the cross section for interactions on nucleons, A is the atomic mass of
the target, and m p is the mass of a proton. SI interactions benefit from the assumption that all
nucleons contribute coherently to the rate; this coherence leads to an A2 enhancement, written here
explicitly, which is one reason xenon is such a good target for dark matter searches. However,
the interaction loses its coherence as the recoil energy Q gets large (effectively the de Broglie
wavelength becomes small relative to the size of the nucleus). The third term in Eq. 2.1 is the
nuclear form factor, F 2 (Q), accounting for this loss of coherence. To first order, the form factor
can be described as a falling exponential, F 2 (Q) = exp(−Q/Q0 ), with Q0 an energy scale that is
smaller for larger nuclei (i.e. larger nuclei lose coherence at lower recoil energies). The final term
is an integral over the velocity distribution of dark matter in the solar system, as faster WIMPs
are more likely to deposit a meaningful amount of energy in an elastic scatter. The integral has a
kinematic lower cutoff set by the minimum velocity for a WIMP with mass mχ required to produce
a nuclear recoil with energy Q,
s
Q(A + mχ )2
vmin =
.
(2.2)
2m2χ A
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Figure 1: The velocity distribution, f (v), for the standard Maxwell-Boltzmann halo model of [6] for
two values of vesc . The red line shows vmin for a 9 GeV WIMP interacting in a xenon detector with an
energy threshold of 3 keV (the assumed energy threshold in the LZ CDR). In that case, and ignoring energy
resolution, a xenon detector would only be sensitive to the region to the right of the red line, representing
< 1% of the entire distribution. By contrast, the magenta line shows vmin for a neon target, sensitive to 27%
of the distribution. Changes in either the energy scale, WIMP mass, or the halo model, particularly in the
tails of the distribution, can have large effects on the predicted dark matter rate. As an example, if mχ = 7.9
GeV or Q = 4 keV, vmin for xenon would be pushed above 544 km/s.

The sensitivity of a Ne/He doped xenon detector depends on how much of the lighter noble
gas can be loaded into the detector. Henry’s Law states that the amount of gas dissolved in a liquid
is proportional to the partial pressure of the gas above the liquid, and the proportionality constant is
known as the Henry coefficient. As the partial pressure of helium or neon gas that can be added will
be limited by mechanical considerations as well as operational requirements, the Henry coefficient
will be the main factor in determining the ultimate sensitivity. There are no published data on
the Henry coefficients for helium or neon in LXe. Unpublished measurements within the LUX
collaboration and confirmed in a simple test stand at Fermilab show that helium can be loaded
into xenon at the level of 0.1 − 0.3% at 1 bar of partial pressure [9]. Measurements in argon show
that neon dissolves about 5 times more readily than helium [10]. For now, we assume that levels
of 0.1% and 0.5% doping are achievable for He and Ne respectively. These numbers need to be
measured systematically in liquid xenon as a function of temperature before the idea presented here
could be executed.
A well-known problem with PMTs is that helium can diffuse through PMT glass, leading to
afterpulsing as the electron cascade ionizes He atoms that drift back to the cathode and initiate a
second pulse. If the partial pressure of He in the tube is too high (1 × 10−3 torr), significant afterpulsing is observed, and the tubes become unusable at ten times that pressure [11]. The rate of
diffusion is proportional to the partial pressure of He in the environment, but it is exponentially
suppressed by temperature via the Arrhenius relationship. The Hamamatsu R11410 PMTs used in
both XENON1T and LZ have a relatively thick face and a metal body, which also decreases the diffusion rate. Based on the diffusion coefficients measured by Altemose [12], it would take the these
PMTs ten years in a 1 bar helium environment at 165 K to develop 1 × 10−3 torr of partial pressure
(with neon suppressed even further), but these numbers need to be confirmed experimentally.
The most important question regarding a He/Ne doped xenon detector is how the scintillation
3
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Figure 2: Fraction of energy going into observable signal (Lindhard factor) vs. recoil energy
for xenon recoils in LXe.

Table 1: Estimated fraction of energy given to electronic stopping for nuclear recoils (not accounting for
secondary cascades) from Xe, He, and Ne recoils in
LXe, calculated using Lindhard theory [17] or the
SRIM simulation package [18].

Because helium and neon are so much lighter than xenon, they will not lose as much energy
4
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and ionization properties will change relative to the pure LXe case. First, from a practical standpoint, it is important that the S1 and S2 signals in doped LXe be at the same wavelength as in
pure LXe and observable by the same PMTs. In noble liquid gases, scintillation is produced by the
decay of metastable molecular states. The amount of energy required to form these molecules decreases for increasing Z, and the wavelength of pure helium and neon scintillation is much deeper
in the UV than xenon light [13]. Data from mixtures with ∼10 ppm xenon in liquid argon show
that excitations can be efficiently transferred from argon to xenon, with the resulting light emission
emitted at xenon wavelengths [14]; energy transfers from excitations of the heavy noble elements
to lighter ones do not take place because they are not energetically favorable. Therefore, the wavelength of S1/S2 light in a doped LXe-TPC will be unchanged. A second point is that because the
liquid environment will still be dominated by Xe atoms (with their large numbers of bound electrons), the drifting of free electrons through the TPC will also be unaffected. In the gas phase,
where the S2 amplification occurs, excitations of the lighter elements in the gas phase should efficiently transfer their energy to the heavier gas atoms, leading to minimal overall change in gain.
A preliminary simulation of the mixture of gases in the Garfield simulation package [15] confirms
this expectation.
Given the importance of both energy thresholds and ER/NR discrimination, there are two major unknowns regarding the scintillation and ionization properties of a He/Ne-LXe mixture. First,
what are the expected S1 and S2 yields for He/Ne recoils in LXe? Electrons deposit their energy
primarily into electronic excitations (electronic stopping) while xenon recoils in LXe deposit their
energy into both electronic excitations and elastic collisions with nuclei (nuclear stopping). All
the electronic energy is eventually collected as signal, but some of the energy given to nuclear recoils is lost as heat. Calculating the final electronic energy deposition from a xenon recoil is more
complicated than simply taking the amount given directly from the primary recoil to electronic
excitations, as secondary nuclei from the nuclear collisions in turn partition their energy into electronic and nuclear stopping, but Lindhard theory [16] gives an approximation for the “Lindhard
factor”, or the total electronic energy deposition from nuclear recoils relative to electronic recoils
of the same energy. Figure 2 shows a plot of the Lindhard factor vs. energy for xenon, and the
signal produced by low energy xenon recoils is less than 20% that produced by ER of the same
energy.
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in elastic collisions with xenon atoms, leaving more energy for electronic excitation and a correspondingly larger signal. Simple approximations for the Lindhard factor do not exist for nuclei
moving through fluids composed of a different element, but one can estimate the raw stopping
powers (before accounting for the secondary cascades) using either Lindhard theory [17] or the
SRIM simulation package [18]. Table 1 shows the predicted amount of energy going directly from
the primary recoil into electronic stopping from 5 keV Xe, He, and Ne recoils in LXe calculated
via both methods. Neon and especially helium have a much larger fraction of energy deposited
directly to electrons, i.e. directly into signal, without accounting for the secondary cascades that
can only increase these fractions. It should be noted that the effect of the cascades will be reduced
for neon and helium because they will not efficiently transfer energy to the predominantly xenon
atoms around them, leading to more sub-ionization energy depositions. Even so, one can expect
larger signals (both charge and light) from helium and neon recoils in LXe than from xenon recoils,
and a correspondingly lower energy threshold.
The second key question is how will that increased signal be partitioned into S1 and S2; what
happens to the S2/S1 ratio that is so important for rejecting electron recoil backgrounds in LZ?
Given that the ratio is determined by track structures, and recoiling electrons will still be interacting with xenon atoms, the S2/S1 ratio for electrons should be unchanged. As it is not fully
understood what drives the partitioning between S1 and S2 for xenon recoils in LXe, the most that
can be said here is that He/Ne recoils will likely lie below the electron band. As one example,
in scintillating CaWO4 crystals operated by the CRESST dark matter experiment, oxygen recoils
produce a light/heat ratio that lies between the electron and tungsten recoil bands [19]. One can
imagine being able to separate the He/Ne recoil bands from the xenon and ER bands in the doped
LXe, but the ultimate level of discrimination power in a He/Ne experiment is unknown.
Doping LZ (for the purposes of argument) with He/Ne has other attractive features. By using LZ as the detector, the He/Ne target benefits from the self-shielding provided by a large LXe
volume. A 1 MeV gamma ray has an attenuation length of about 6 cm in LXe, which is less than
1/10 the design radius of LZ. The ratio of attenuation length to radius for the same gamma ray in a
50 kg neon or helium detector would be 0.6 and 2.6, respectively, and self-shielding would not be
effective. Second, for very low energy depositions like the ones relevant for light WIMP searches,
events near detector surfaces can produce significant and difficult to understand backgrounds. For
example, the CoGeNT detector observed an increasing spectrum at threshold that has been interpreted as both a dark matter signal but also as a poorly modeled surface background [20, 21]. For
a He/Ne run in LZ, these surface effects disappear with XYZ-reconstruction, allowing for much
cleaner searches at low energies.
Another possibility in a doped LXe-TPC is the potential for doing “S2-only” analyses down
to very low thresholds, as pioneered by the XENON10 experiment [22]. Because LXe-TPCs are
sensitive to single electrons, and the ionization energy is less than 100 eV, S2-only analyses can
probe energy thresholds as low as a few hundred eV. Given the increased charge yield expected from
He and Ne recoils in LXe, S2-only searches should be even more effective in a doped detector. By
combining a He target with a few hundred eV threshold and the self-shielding of LXe, LZ will be
sensitive to WIMP masses well below 1 GeV.
Like other ultra-low-threshold experiments such as CoGeNT, DAMIC, and CDMS-lite, S2only searches give up discrimination to achieve such low thresholds. Despite the lack of back-
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ground rejection, these searches can be competitive because the low WIMP mass region of parameter space is still relatively unexplored and requires less stringent background levels than the high
mass region. By the same token, low mass searches do not require several tonnes of target mass
to make progress, and ∼10 kg of target can provide orders of magnitude increase in sensitivity
over current results. Doping at the sub-percent level in LZ will achieve He/Ne target masses in this
range.
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Figure 3: The dashed blue and magenta curves show projected sensitivity of a 3 year run with 5(25) kg
of He(Ne) loaded into LZ assuming the same backgrounds as in [23], with xenon-only sensitivity shown in
light blue. The projections are based on conservative Poisson assumptions about the backgrounds and do
not take advantage of profile or maximum likelihood analysis methods. The increased reach provided by
helium and neon make a good complement to the projected SuperCDMS-SNOLAB sensitivity, Ge HV and
Si HV projections shown in dashed brown and blue respectively [24]. The current best low mass limits, from
CRESST II and CDMS-lite, are also shown [25, 26].
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Figure 3 shows a preliminary estimate of the sensitivity of a 2 year run with 5(25) kg of
He(Ne) loaded into LZ assuming the same background levels as in the LZ CDR and a conservative
analysis that does not incorporate any background subtraction. The sensitivity scales linearly with
the mass of helium or neon that can be dissolved in liquid xenon. The projections assume that
for neon and helium respectively, 10% and 0% of the energy lost to nuclear stopping ultimately
becomes electronic excitations, leading to factors of 1.5 and 3 increase in signal relative to xenon
recoils, partitioned equally between S1 and S2. The projections assume 99.5% discrimination
against electron recoils. For the helium S2-only analysis, because of the very low energies involved,
the dominant background is 8 B solar neutrinos coherently scattering with xenon atoms, and the
assumed exposure is only 1/100 that of the other projections before the search becomes background
limited (assuming no background subtraction). Because the 8 B-Xe spectrum falls sharply with
energy, the projected sensitivity of the He S2-only search depends strongly on the assumed charge
yield for He recoils.
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4. Proposed measurements at a neutron beam

5. Conclusion
The nature of dark matter remains a mystery despite the progress made in the past two decades.
The LZ detector and other LXe-TPCs will improve sensitivity by two orders of magnitude but as
currently designed are limited to being single-target experiments. The addition of small quantities
of helium or neon can extend the flexibility of these detectors, increasing the sensitivity to lower
dark matter masses, by making them less susceptible to systematic uncertainties associated with
WIMP kinematics or recoil energy scales and searching for dark matter with multiple targets in the
same apparatus. This approach makes use of the excellent self-shielding properties of LXe, while
incorporating light targets that are ideal for a light WIMP search. The projected reach of this idea
is complementary to that of the SuperCDMS-SNOLAB experiment and would be critical in the
event of any discovery. A helium or neon run of LZ would deliver excellent sensitivity at a fraction
of the cost of a dedicated detector.

7
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As the ultimate science reach depends on the amount of scintillation and ionization produced
in doped LXe, a detailed study of these properties is required before this idea could be carried
out. These properties could measured in an experiment similar to the Scintillation Efficiency of
Noble Elements (SCENE) experiment, in which the nuclear recoil response in a liquid argon TPC
was measured at the neutron beam at the Nuclear Science Laboratory of the University of Notre
Dame [27, 28]. The neutron beam at Notre Dame is a pulsed, tunable, mono-energetic neutron
beam that is ideal for measuring low energy nuclear recoils in liquid noble gases. Using secondary
detectors located at fixed angles to the beam axis as a tag, one can pick out xenon recoils of a known
energy in the liquid. After making an initial suite of measurements in pure xenon, helium and neon
could be added to the detector in turn to measure the response to the lighter nuclei. Experimentally,
He and Ne recoils will be easily identified, as for the same neutron scattering angle, the energy
deposited to He(Ne) will be increased relative to xenon by a factor of 20(6). The scattering cross
sections for Xe, Ne, and He for 1 MeV neutrons are within factors of two [29, 30]. Figure 4 shows
results from a Geant4 simulation [32] of the recoil spectra in a He-doped LXe detector for two
beam/angle configurations including backgrounds, showing how the helium energy peak pokes out
at higher recoil energies above the main xenon "wall" at lower energies. When the expected larger
signal yield is included, it should be relatively straightforward to identify the component created by
the lighter element. Preliminary calculations based on the experience with SCENE and a similar
measurement with NaI [31] suggest that even with the low doping fraction of He in LXe, adequate
statistics on He recoils can be collected in a week-long run.
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Figure 4: Results of Geant4 simulations of two different configurations of the neutron beam and tagging
detector. In both cases (6.25 keV and 14 keV helium recoils), the large increase at very low energies is the
dominant xenon recoil signal. However, the helium peak is clearly observable for both cases. The simulated
live time in these simulations is approximately one day of beam at Notre Dame.
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